Biomechanical Analysis of Augments in Revision Total Knee Arthroplasty.
Augments are a common solution for treating bone loss in revision total knee arthroplasty and industry is providing to surgeons several options, in terms of material, thickness and shapes. Actually, while the choice of the shape and the thickness is mainly dictated by the bone defect, no proper guidelines are currently available to select the optimal material for a specific clinical situation. Nevertheless, different materials could induce different bone responses and, later, potentially compromise implant stability and performances. Therefore, in this study, a biomechanical analysis is performed by means of finite element modelling about existing features for augment designs. Based upon a review of available products at present, the following augments features were analyzed: position (distal/proximal and posterior), thickness (5, 10 and 15 mm) and material (bone cement, porous and solid metal). For all analyzed configurations, bone stresses were investigated in different regions and compared among all configurations and the control model for which no augments were used. Results show that the use of any kind of augment usually induces a change in bone stresses, especially in the region close to the bone cut. The porous metal presents result very close to cement ones; thus it could be considered as a good alternative for defects of any size. Solid metal has the least satisfying results inducing the highest changes in bone stress. The results of this study demonstrate that material stiffness of the augment should be as close as possible to bone properties for allowing the best implant performances.